
Villa in Nueva Andalucia
Nueva Andalucia, Costa del Sol

€1,595,000
Ref: SP4459969

Discover your sanctuary of sophistication with this exquisite villa for sale in Nueva Andalucia, Marbella, a completely
renovated single-floor epitome of Modern Boho elegance. Casa Joline, a 4-bedroom, 3-bathroom marvel, offers
unparalleled style and comfort, having undergone a top-to-bottom revamp in 2023 using premium materials like
wood, ceramic, and marble, all highlighted by bespoke, high-quality furnishings. Each detail in this luxury villa for
sale in Nueva Andalucia has been thoughtfully curated to complement its surroundings, from the Bosch-equipped
open-plan kitchen to the seamless flow of indoor and outdoor living spaces. Large sliding doors reveal an
enchanting Ibiza/Boho-inspired garden, creating a seamless blend of lush nature and chic social areas. Whether
you're soaking up...
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Property Description

Location: Nueva Andalucia, Costa del Sol, Spain

Discover your sanctuary of sophistication with this exquisite villa for sale in Nueva Andalucia,
Marbella, a completely renovated single-floor epitome of Modern Boho elegance. Casa Joline, a 4-
bedroom, 3-bathroom marvel, offers unparalleled style and comfort, having undergone a top-to-
bottom revamp in 2023 using premium materials like wood, ceramic, and marble, all highlighted by
bespoke, high-quality furnishings.

Each detail in this luxury villa for sale in Nueva Andalucia has been thoughtfully curated to
complement its surroundings, from the Bosch-equipped open-plan kitchen to the seamless flow of
indoor and outdoor living spaces. Large sliding doors reveal an enchanting Ibiza/Boho-inspired
garden, creating a seamless blend of lush nature and chic social areas. Whether you're soaking up
the sun by the contemporary swimming pool or entertaining guests in the al fresco dining area, this
garden is a haven of peace and exclusivity.

The master suite, a tranquil retreat with garden access, promises a serene escape, while the
additional guest bedrooms offer comfortable accommodations, complete with shared and en-suite
bathrooms. Security and privacy are paramount with a secluded entrance via a private road, topped
off with secure, gated parking.

Among the Nueva Andalucia villas for sale, Casa Joline stands out for its unbeatable location—a
stone's throw from trendy shops and gourmet restaurants. It's just a short drive to the vibrant Puerto
Banus and sun-drenched beaches, not to mention the proximity to some of the best golf courses,
making this villa a golfer's dream.

For those looking at Marbella villas for sale with future prospects, this villa presents an excellent
opportunity as it allows the addition of a second level for expansion. This home is a true gem for both
investors and lifestyle buyers.

The 4 bedroom villas for sale in Nueva Andalucia rarely come with such a complete package of style,
location, and potential. Casa Joline is not just a home; it's a lifestyle promise. Seize this chance to
own a piece of paradise and contact us for a viewing today. Your dream lifestyle in Costa del Sol
awaits.
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Additional Info

For Sale Beds: 4 Baths: 3

Type: Villa Area: 200 m2 Land Area: 513 m2

Features: Near Transport,
Private Terrace, WiFi, Ensuite
Bathroom, Barbeque, Double

Glazing, Near Church

Setting: Town / Close To Golf /
Close To Port / Close To Shops

/ Close To Sea
Orientation: West

Condition: Excellent / Recently
Renovated

Pool: Private
Climate Control: Air

Conditioning

Views: Garden / Pool /
Courtyard

Kitchen: Fully Fitted Garden: Private

Category: Holiday Homes /
Resale
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